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TAKES MINIMUM SPACE/GIVES MAXIMUM SOUND 
Most TV’s today are incapable of giving you sound quality that even comes 
close to matching their high definition picture. Some TV’s even strain to 
reproduce the human voice in a legible manner, making it difficult to hear 
everything in something as basic as a newscast. The Energy Power™ Bar One 
is a simple solution, “all-in-one”, 2.1 soundbar designed to significantly 
improve all of your television sound!     

A SOUNDBAR AND SUBWOOFER IN ONE
Many soundbars use just one small speaker in each side of the main cabinet 
to try to reproduce all the sounds from 2 separate audio channels. The Energy 
Power™ Bar One uses, for each channel, one full range driver for midrange 
and high frequencies and one specialized oval woofer driver for low frequen-
cies. This unique combination gives you detailed high and midrange 
frequency sound coupled with excellent bass all in one aesthetic cabinet that 
sits right under your TV. There is no separate subwoofer “box” to find room 
for, setup and find a separate electrical outlet for. 

EASY PLUG AND PLAY SETUP
The Energy Power™ Bar One is designed to quickly connect to most TV’s 
without additional cables. An included digital optical cable connects to your 
TV’s digital output and then to the soundbar. For those few TV’s without a 
digital audio output, there is also a 2-channel analog input and an included 
3.5mm to RCA cable for a second connection option. Once the best connec-
tion to your TV is made, you just plug the soundbar into a standard electrical 
outlet and turn it on. You’re now ready to enjoy fantastic sound to go with 
your great picture!

QUICKLY PROGRAM IT TO YOUR TV REMOTE CONTROL OR USE THE 
INCLUDED WIRELESS REMOTE
You can program the Energy Power™ Bar One’s Volume Up and Down and 
Mute functions into your own TV remote for easy operation from one, familiar 
control. You also have the option of controlling the same functions, plus bass 
output, with the included remote control.

SWITCHABLE 3-D SURROUND MODE
The Energy Power™ Bar One features a 3D Surround Mode which adds 
spaciousness to the sound, simulating the effect of having multiple speakers 
surrounding you. This feature requires no distinct speaker placement, special 
room requirements or specific program material to work properly. This effect 
will work at multiple listening positions in your room. 

SOUNDBAR PLACEMENT /WALL-MOUNT FLEXIBILITY
The soundbar can be positioned on its own feet on a shelf or stand or can be 
wall-mounted using the included easy-to-use template.

SP E C I F I C AT I O N S E N E R GY  P O W E R ™  B A R  O N E

Speaker System 2-way soundbar with built-in subwoofers

Frequency Response 80Hz to 20kHz +/- 3dB

Power Handling 120 watts peak

Full Range Two 3” (7.6 cm) IMG drivers

Subwoofer Two 3” x 5” (7.62 cm x 12.7 cm) front firing fiber 
composite cone/sealed enclosure

Inputs 1 Optical input, 1 RCA input

Sound Bar Dimensions 4.4” (11.2 cm) H x 30” (76.2 cm) W x 4.1” (10.4 cm) D

Weight 7.7 lbs / 3.51 kg

Finish Satin Black

Mounting Options Two built-in keyhole mounts for wall mounting

Included Accessories

One 4.9’ (1.5 m) long digital optical cable, 
one 4.9’ (1.5 m) long 3.5 mm to dual RCA cable, 
one pair of rubber feet, wall mounting template, 
one credit card style remote


